
MOTOR CYCLES >> 

 1) To turn a motorcycle in a desired direction which 
number would you use? 

 

[A] 9 

[B] 1 

[C] 4 

[D] 2 

Anmlkj Bnmlkj Cnmlkj Dnmlkj

 
Show 
Answer

 2) Which is the most dangerous combination of controls to use? 

 

[A] 10, 1 and 5 

[B] 2 and 5 

[C] 9,10,2 and 5 

[D] 2 and 12

 

(9) Mirrors

(10) Clutch

(1) Indicators (2) Handle Bar

(12) Gear Pedal

(6) Rear Brake(4) Throttle (Accelerator) (5) Front Brake

(3) Speedo

(7) Break Light (8) Indicator Light

(11) Front Light
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 3) To increase the speed of a motorcycle you use number? 

 

[A] 5 

[B] 1 

[C] 10  

[D] 4 

Anmlkj Bnmlkj Cnmlkj Dnmlkj
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 4) To stop the motorcycle you use numbers? 

 

[A] 9 and 1 

[B] 6 and 5 

[C] 2 and 12 

[D] 10 and 4 

Anmlkj Bnmlkj Cnmlkj Dnmlkj
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 5) If you are preparing to make a sharp turn which are the correct 
combination of controls to use? 

 

[A] 9,10,1,2,12,5 and 2 

[B] 10,1,12 and 2 

[C] 9,10,1,2,12,6,4,5 and 2 

[D] 2,12 and 6 
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 6) Which one of the following motorcycle engine sizes is the 
smallest capacity allowed on the freeway? 

 ie: an engine capacity less then the correct option would not be allowed 
on the freeway.

[A] 150 cc 

[B] 250 cc 

[C] 50 cc 

[D] 125 cc

Anmlkj Bnmlkj Cnmlkj Dnmlkj
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 7) To indicate to other motorists a new direction which you would 
like to take use number?  ie: turn... 
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[A] 1 

[B] 10  

[C] 2 

[D] 9
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 8) Which of the following is a holder of learners licence allowed to 
do? 

 

[A] Ride with one hand on the handle bar 

[B] Lift a passenger on a 50 cc motorcycle 

[C] Lift a passenger on a 125 cc motorcycle 

[D] None of the above

Anmlkj Bnmlkj Cnmlkj Dnmlkj
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 9) You are permitted to tow another motorcycle when? 

 

[A] It is an emergency 

[B] You are instructed to do so by a traffic officer 

[C] Never 

[D] The motorcycle been towed has functioning brakes
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 10) Which rule best relates to motorcycles and number plates? 

 

[A] You must have at least one plate at the back 

[B] You must have at least one plate at the front 

[C] You must have at least one plate at the back and front 

[D] All of the above

Anmlkj Bnmlkj Cnmlkj Dnmlkj
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 11) To change gears on a motorcycle which combination 
of controls should be used? 

 

[A] 10 and 5 

[B] 1 and 2 

[C] 10 and 12 

[D] 12 and 5
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[D] 12 and 5

Anmlkj Bnmlkj Cnmlkj Dnmlkj
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 12) When traveling on a motorcycle or motor-tricycle, which of the 
following would be considered incorrect? 

 

[A] Carrying three persons in a sidecar 

[B] Riding next to another motorcycle in a one-way street 

[C] Traveling without your licence on your persons 

[D] All of the above

Anmlkj Bnmlkj Cnmlkj Dnmlkj
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 13) The holder of a motorcycle learner's licence may carry 
passengers? 

 

[A] In an emergency 

[B] If the motorcycle has an engine capacity of less than 100 cc 

[C] If traveling a short distance 

[D] In No case
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 14) To brake slowly use control number? 

 

[A] 1

[B] 9

[C] 6

[D] 5

Anmlkj Bnmlkj Cnmlkj Dnmlkj
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 15) For an emergency stop use control numbers? 

 

[A] 10,6 and 5 

[B] 10,6 and 4 

[C] 10,6 and 2 

[D] 9,1 and 6 
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Extra Q & A's

Q The distance it takes the driver of a Motor Cycle to stop it is..

Ans
longer on a wet road, longer if the vehicle is loaded, longer if the vehicle 
is traveling  fast

Q To turn you must use number..

Ans2

Q
When is it an offence when you are the holder of a Learners Licence for a 
Motorcycle

AnsTo keep only one hand on the handlebars

Q Your motorcycle must have..

Ans1 Licence plate at the rear only

Q When you ride your motorcycle you are not allowed to..

AnsHave one wheel of the motorcycle off the ground

Q You violate the traffic law if you ride your Motor cycle or motor Tricycle...

AnsWith a side car while seating is available in the side car

Q

This sign shows motorcycle riders that:     

AnsThey must ride to the left of this sign

Q

When you see this sign:                           

AnsYou may not ride there

Q

This sign prohibits:                                  

AnsMotorcycles with an engine capacity of 125cc & less to be there

Q

If you see this sign:                                  

AnsYou must ride there

Q

This sign shows you that:                          

AnsThe speed limit for you is 60 km/h
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AnsThe speed limit for you is 60 km/h
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